Complement factor H variants I890 and L1007 while commonly associated with atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome are polymorphisms with no functional significance.
Mutations and polymorphisms in the gene-encoding factor H (CFH) are associated with atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome, dense deposit disease, and age-related macular degeneration. Many of these CFH genetic variations disrupt the regulatory role of factor H, supporting the concept that dysregulation of complement is a unifying pathogenic feature of these disorders. Evidence of a causal relationship with the disease is, however, not available for all CFH genetic variations found in patients, which is a potential cause of misinterpretations with important consequences for the patients and their relatives. CFH I890 and L1007 are two genetic variations repeatedly associated with atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome and also found in patients with dense deposit disease and age-related macular degeneration. Here we report an extensive genetic and functional analysis of these CFH variants. Our results indicate that I890 and L1007 segregate together as part of a distinct and relatively infrequent CFH haplotype in Caucasians. Extensive analysis of the S890/V1007 (control) and I890/L1007 (disease-associated) factor H protein variants failed to provide evidence that these amino acid changes have functional implications. Thus, the presence of the I890 and L1007 variants in healthy individuals and their high frequency in sub-Saharan African and African-American populations strongly suggest that I890 and L1007 are rare factor H polymorphisms unrelated to disease.